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jorana particles, with relative CP given by 
CP









. We derive the energy and angle correlation









congurations. Interesting dierences are found between the cases 
CP
= +1




















































= +1 and  1. It was found that the two cases dier in threshold












N , where N

N is a Dirac particle-antiparticle pair. A related analysis was carried
out in Ref. [2]. (The contrast between Majorana neutrinos and Dirac neutrinos has been
the subject of several other papers (e.g. [3{6]) and monographs ( [7,8]))
In the present paper, we examine how the dierences between the cases 
CP
= +1 and




























, which is a characteristic signature of Majorana pair production. We




pair, and in their angles




axis. Interesting dierences are found between the cases 
CP
= +1








































shown in Fig. 1, and we begin by recapitulating the essential results. The
























































may be regarded as real phenomenological parameters. (For the
standard Z-boson, c
V






=  1=2). The matrix element for Majorana

































































































































































































































arbitrary polarizations ~n and ~n
0
of the two neutrinos is given in the Appendix. In Sec. 5 we
compare our formulas with those of Ref. [1], and with special cases treated in other papers.



































































































































































































































































































 being the scattering angle of N
1
(or N) with respect to the initial e
 
direction. The












































Inspection of Eqs. (2.7){(2.9) reveals several interesting features:
(a) The Majorana cases '+' and ' ' have dierent dependence on the spin-vectors ~n and
~n
0
, and dierent angular distributions, even after the spins ~n and ~n
0
are summed
over. These dierences stem from the fact that the matrix element M
m
in Eq. (2.2)































(b) The Majorana cases '+' and ' ' dier from the Dirac case 'd', in which the current of
the N









)N . This dierence persists even if the






































































Whereas the spin-averaged Majorana cross sections are forward-backward symmetric,







. Eq. (2.12) also shows that the threshold behaviour is 
3
,  and  for the cases
'+', ' ' and 'd' respectively. In the asymptotic limit  ! 1 the Majorana cases '+'
and ' ' have the same angular distribution (1 + C
2
), distinct from that of the Dirac
process.


































( 1 + C
2










) of theN ,

N spins appear in
this expression is consistent with the expectation that relativistic Dirac neutrinos are






= +1 conrms the expectation that for a V{A current the N and

N are produced














































































































, reecting the fact that a relativistic Majorana particle with m
N
6= 0 is
not necessarily an eigenstate of helicity, and can have a spin pointing in an arbitrary
direction. The Majorana cases '+' and ' ' dier in the sign of the term proportional
to S
2
, which contains the transverse (x- and y-) components of the neutrino spins. It







N systems that we investigate in the following sections the dilepton nal state created

































As seen in the preceding, the spin state and the angular distribution of the Majorana








depends on the relative CP -parity 
CP
of the two particles.

































to the appearance of two like-sign leptons in the nal state, an unmistakable signature of
Majorana pair production. (For the purpose of this paper we assume that the W -bosons
decay into quark jets, thus avoiding the complications of nal states with 3 or 4 charged
leptons.)




























































































This amplitude has the form (see Appendix for details)































































































































, we obtain the following expression for the squared matrix element


















































































































































































































































































































in the above equation.
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, as well as






































































. The coecients a, b, c depend on












































































































































































. Thus the energy correlation of the two electrons in the nal state is
8
dierent for the cases 
CP

























. In the limit  ! 1 the term a

dominates and the '+' and ' ' cases
are no more distinguishable.
B. Angular Correlation





system. Dening the angles 
1;2
















































































































































































































































The correlation (3.10) has been evaluated for m
N
= 500 GeV and
p
s = 1200 GeV (using
f
1














) and is plotted in Fig. 4. There is a
clear dierence between the cases 
CP
= 1. The angular correlation in (3.10) becomes






































































































) ] : (3.13)











is neglected. By contrast, there remains a nontrivial correlation for 
CP
=  1,
even in the absence of f
2







































































































































































































































Summing (averaging) over nal (initial) polarizations, and using the narrow-width approxi-























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In complete analogy with the discussion of like-sign leptons (Sec. 3), we derive from the










has the quadratic form given in Eq. (3.6),





































































































































































































































































pairs have distinct correlations for 
CP
= 1. A comparison of the




















pairs resulting from Dirac N

N primary
state have a total energy distribution that is unsymmetric around the mid-point.
B. Angle Correlation








pairs (Eq. 3.10), the

























































































































































































































































































































































































































As usual, the indices '+', ' ' and 'd' dierentiate between the Majorana cases 
CP
= +1,
 1 and the Dirac case. The angle-correlations expressed by Eqs. (4.6), (4.7) are plotted
in Fig. 6., where the dierences between the three cases are obvious. Close to threshold

























































































































In this limit, the cases '+' and ' ' remain distinct, but the case 
CP




We comment briey on some other papers which have a partial overlap with the consid-
erations presented above.








follows very closely that given
in Ref. [1]. Our results for d=d
 given in the Appendix (Eqs. (A.1){(A.6)) essentially
coincide with those in this paper, with two minor dierences: The angular distributions
for the case of two distinct Majorana particles with the same CP -parity, as well as
for the case of two distinct Dirac particles (Eq. (4E) and (4D) in Ref. [1]), are slightly
dierent from our distributions, presented in the Appendix (Eq. (A.2) and (A.3)).






















N (Eq. (2) of Ref. [2]) diers from our result (Eq. (A.5)), as also noted in
Ref. [1].














= +1) calculated in the present paper, as well as in Refs. [1,2],
diers from that given in Ref. [4], but agrees with the results given in Refs. [3,6,10].
(iv) Our analysis of heavy Majorana production and decay has been essentially model-





 U(1) or E(6) symmetries, may be found in Refs. [6,10,11].
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A distinct Dirac particles.
B distinct Majorana particles with the same CP -parity.
C distinct Majorana particles with opposite CP -parity.
D Dirac particle-antiparticle pair.
E identical Majorana particles.
Choosing the N
1




c.m. system to be the z-axis, and the e
 
-beam









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1. Like Sign Dileptons



















































































































































































Upon rearrangement, this gives the matrix element in Eq. (3.2).
2. Unlike Sign Dileptons




















































































































































































Upon rearrangement, this gives the matrix element in Eq. (4.1).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS













































, for the cases (a) 
CP
= +1, (b) 
CP
=  1. (Paramers for this and
succeeding gures:
p
s = 1:2 TeV, m
N
= 500 GeV.)

















































= +1, (b) Majorana pair, 
CP
=  1, (c) Dirac N

N -pair























= +1, (b) Majorana pair, 
CP























































Final State: Energy Correlation









Final State: Angular Correlation
Majorana (+) Majorana ( )
Dirac
FIG. 6.
(a) (b)
(c)
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